Nonparametric network design and analysis of disease genes in oral cancer progression.
Biological networks in living organisms can be seen as the ultimate means of understanding the underlying mechanisms in complex diseases, such as oral cancer. During the last decade, many algorithms based on high-throughput genomic data have been developed to unravel the complexity of gene network construction and their progression in time. However, the small size of samples compared to the number of observed genes makes the inference of the network structure quite challenging. In this study, we propose a framework for constructing and analyzing gene networks from sparse experimental temporal data and investigate its potential in oral cancer. We use two network models based on partial correlations and kernel density estimation, in order to capture the genetic interactions. Using this network construction framework on real clinical data of the tissue and blood at different time stages, we identified common disease-related structures that may decipher the association between disease state and biological processes in oral cancer. Our study emphasizes an altered MET (hepatocyte growth factor receptor) network during oral cancer progression. In addition, we demonstrate that the functional changes of gene interactions during oral cancer progression might be particularly useful for patient categorization at the time of diagnosis and/or at follow-up periods.